, which demonstrated clearly that the kinetics of Na + and K + currents responsible for generation of action potentials are critically dependent on the membrane field.
An alternate and somewhat more involved gating concept was proposed by Nachmansohn (1953) and later extended by Neumann, Nachmansohn and Katchalsky (1973) and Neumann (1974) , in which gating of axonal channels was envisioned to involve a "biochemical control cycle", similar to the acetylcholineregulated permeability system of synaptic membranes.
We have recently extended this biochemical model further, in order to better define the respective roles and connection between chemical and membrane-field-driven processes in the case of axonal Na + channels (Dorogi and Neumann, 1980 Importantly, population of state X* requires energy input from some source other than the membrane field, because the field drives gating units away from state X* to state X during depolarization. a
The slower evolution of desensitization over that of gNa decline during depolarizing pulses in some nerve preparations suggests that some gating units "fall back" to state X a after attaining state X c. Such a phenomenon indicates that in some axon preparations state Xc, as well as state X*, is energetically less favorable than state X a during depolarization (Jakobsson, 1978) . In these cases the X a •X* ,X c pathway would be totally responsible for gNa and an energy source other than the membrane field would be clearly required.
The nature of the suggested energy input mechanism is evident from the above arguments.
It has been noted that [X*] must rise practically instantaneously following onset of a depolarization step, so that early values of the rate parameter describing the X a , X* transition must be very large; however, the amplitude of gNa' and hence the attained value of IX*I, increases progressively with increasing size of the depolarization step, so that the state X a is only fractionally depleted by the X a ,X* transition for moderate pulse sizes. This requires that the Xa---~X* reaction be short-lived. Since the membrane field remains at a constant value during depolarization pulses, the membrane field cannot be the energy source determining the fraction of gating units attaining state X*. It appears as if the X a • X* reaction is limited by the short-lived availability of some substance, which becomes available to the gating unit as a result of a depolarizing shift in the membrane field.
ELECTRICAL-CHEMICAL GATING MODEL
These suggested properties of the X a % X* transition lead one to question traditional attempts at parametrization of Na+-channel gating properties with only membrane-field-dependent intramolecular reaction steps.
The only elementary alternative to intramolecular representations is a reaction model which allows for bimolecular reaction steps. One such model, which is in qualitative accord with the above listed properties, is illustrated in Fig. i . Na+-channel gating is shown to involve three functionally distinct units: a storage unit for a small activator molecule (A) , a receptor unit which can complex with A and is the structural regulating unit of the Na + channel, and a unit E which can remove A irreversibly from R.
The overall reaction sequence following onset of a depolarizing step pulse is taken to be as follows.
Storage units are postulated to exist in either high (S) or low (S') affinity states for A, so that a depolarizing pulse drives both S ~-S' and AS~AS' equilibria to the right. Activator molecules are rapidly released from storage via the reactions
+ after which A can bind to receptor units in state R.
Attainment of the Naconducting state, AR' , proceeds via the reaction pathway
e.g., for squid axons
Formation of AR corresponds to X* of reaction model (4) . The reaction A + R--~AR would be driven by chemical affinity forces, rather than the membrane field.
The entire sequence of reactions, involving activator release from storage and "excitation" of receptor units to state AR, would be complete in times on the order of microseconds, which must characterize the AS~ AS' reequilibration and the lifetime of free A.
Decay of ~ is prompted by interactions with the membrane field, which drive the reactions AR~AR'~AR"
to the right, resulting in only a transient appearance of increased conductivity.
In order to adequately simulate the amplitude of gNa at very large depolarizations, an alternate pathway is required. This pathway would contribute only for very large depolarizations, and would represent transitions involving the activator-free, but conducting, state R' (c.f. Fig. I ) (Jakobsson, personal communication) . Hence, the opening of Na + channels may proceed via two fundamentally different and competitive pathways: the "role" of the activator molecule would be to induce structural chan~es in the receptor unit which lead to a conformation from which the Na -conducting state can be more easily attained.
In this way, binding of A is tantamount to the "energy input" suggested above.
However, in the absence of activator, gating units can still be forced into the Na+-conducting state by a very large depolarization, i.e., the Xa---~ X c and R--~R ' pathways of scheme (4) A from reaction space I to reaction space 3.
As shown in Fig. i, receptor units in state AR" would tend to lose activator molecules through an irreversible removal mechanism. The transition to state AR" may physically translocate A from a reaction space shared by S' and R units to a distinct reaction space accessible to the removal unit E, or the AR---%AR'
,AR" reaction sequence may convert the receptor from a higher to a lower affinity form for A. In the latter case, it is expected that the required increase in free energy at the binding site is compensated for by more favorable interaction with "the membrane field in the AR" form. This is in agreement with the observed membrane-field dependence of gNa-kinetics, which tend to be more rapid the greater the depolarization step.
The experimentally observed desensitization of Na + channels after prolonged depolarization would reflect the absence of A from R due to its removal by translocation or chemical consumption.
In the absence of A, recovery of the activatable state, R, requires a different reaction pathway, R" IR (c.f. Fig. i (Chester and co-workers, 1979 ; see also Dorogi and Neumann, 1980 
